Wednesday, March 13
14.00 – 14.30   Olga Borik (UAB) & Berit Gehrke (UPF): Introduction
14.30 – 15.00   M.Teresa Espinal (UAB): Pseudo-incorporation in Romance at the syntax-semantics interface
15.00 – 15.30   Bert Le Bruyn (UiL-OTS): Why have-predicates can take bare nominals
15.30 – 16.00   Ana Aguilar Guevara (UiL-OTS): Weak nouns, weak verbs, and stereotypicality
16.00 – 16.30   Coffee break
16.30 – 17.00   Florian Schwarz (UPenn): Weak Definites and Kinds of Events
17.00 – 17.30   Natalia Serdobolskaya (Russian State University for the Humanities): Direct Object marking in Mari: Unmarked DOs or pseudoincorporation
17.30 – 18.30   Veneeta Dayal (Rutgers): Standard Complementation, Pseudo-Incorporation, Compounding

Thursday, March 14
9.00 – 10.00   Henriëtte de Swart (Utrecht): Constructions with and without an article
10.00 – 10.30   Stavroula Alexandropoulou, Maartje Schulpen & Henriëtte de Swart (UiL-OTS & Utrecht): Modification of bare nominals across languages and constructions
10.30 – 11.00   Lidia Bogatyreva (UAB): Cognate Intensifiers in Russian
11.00 – 11.30   Coffee break
11.30 – 12.00   Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin (CNRS-LFF, Paris 7) & Marcelo Ferreira (Sao Paolo): Amounts of objects and pluralities
12.00 – 12.30   Fereshteh Modarresi (ZAS, Berlin): Quasi-incorporation and number marking in Persian
12.30 – 13.00   Michael Barrie (Sogang University) & Audrey Li (USC): The Semantics of (Pseudo)Incorporation and Case

Friday, March 15
11.30 – 12.00   Olav Mueller-Reichau (Leipzig): Pseudo-incorporation in Russian? Aspectual competition and bare singular interpretation
12.00 – 12.30   Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin (CNRS-LFF, Paris 7): Types of kind-referring BSs and pseudo-incorporation
12.30 – 13.00   Werner Frey (ZAS, Berlin): Pseudo-Incorporation in German
13.00 – 14.00   General discussion